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This is a short summary of the experimental jet results presented during the Hard Probes 2020
conference. I want to highlight that jets are a versatile and powerful probe of the hot and dense
QCD medium created in heavy-ion collisions with many approaches that are being explored to
learn more about the medium and QCD in general.
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A brief walk through: Current status of experimental jet physics

1. Why jets are useful probes

After decades of studying the hot and dense phase of nuclear matter, which is produced in ultra-
relativistic heavy-ion collisions, there still remain many open questions. It remains unclear what
type of particles or quasi-particles form the degrees of freedoms throughout the collision phase. It
is unclear under which circumstances a hot and dense phase is formed, e.g. in pp collisions. To
reveal properties of the medium that is created in these collisions we often study hard probes that
traverse the medium. We have seen ample evidence that the properties of those probes are modified
by the medium, but we still struggle to understand what the exact mechanisms are that cause these
modifications. How does a probe loose energy when it traverses the medium? What properties
(color charge, mass etc.) influence the strength of coupling to the medium and thus increase or
decrease the energy loss the probe experiences. If the probes are extended, like jets, we can ask
what the resolution scale of the medium is. Another question that is of general interest in QCD
physics is how the transition from partonic to hadronic degrees of freedom, for example in a jet
formation, develops. These and many more open questions are studied in contemporary heavy-ion
physics programs.

To answer these open questions various probes are used, among them jets. Jets are particularly
useful as probes of the medium since they have many valuable properties other probes lack. Jets
have a substructure, thus, they can be used to probe for example effects of color coherence. They
cover large kinematic ranges from low to high pT . With tagging methods one can separate quark
from gluon jets and light from heavy-quark jets. This unique range and flexibility of jets as probes
opens many avenues to study the hot and dense phase of nuclear matter and answer the above
discussed, open questions.

2. What we have learned about jet production so far

In the following, I want to only briefly summarize some of the current findings of jet studies.
For detailed reviews see e.g. Refs. [1–7]. Nowadays, jets are used in multiple approaches as probes
of QCD in vacuum and the medium. Based on these studies, we have seen the following picture
emerge: if jets are formed in the medium, their average properties change as compared to their
vacuum counter parts. We have observed in multiple measurements that their pT spectrum is shifted
causing a visible jet RAA suppression in heavy-ion collisions [8–11]. Multiple experiments have
shown that the jets measured in the medium are softer [39], that the hard core of jets gets narrower
[38] and that the soft part of the jet structure diffuses to larger angles [40].

3. Ongoing research

The effect of a suppression of the nuclear modification factor RAA of jets is well established.
One question that is currently under scrutiny is to establish to which extent the jet RAA depends
on the selected jet radius, R. Several previous experiments could not find any strong correlation
of the jet RAA and jet R [8, 10]. A new measurement of CMS that reports the largest set of RAA

vs. R data to date shows some vague hints that the supression gets less with increasing R [12].
More importantly, this work showcased the importance of such a measurement in general due to
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Figure 1: Figure from Ref. [12]. Shown here is the ratio of two RAA values vs. R for a given pjetT . An
example selection of theory predictions shows a huge spread of values. For more examples, see the original
publication.

its great ability to distinguish the validity of theory predictions, see one example in Fig. 1. The
obvious challenge of such measurements is the extension of the jet radius to large values. Two novel
approaches are trying to address this. One reclusters smaller radius jets into a larger jet with radius
R=1 [13], the other uses machine learning methods to try to subtract the large contibutions of the
underlying event in large-R jets [30].

Another open question that is under investigation is the observation of some form of jet
suppression in p+p and p+A collisions. So far, no signs thereof have been reported. During this
conference two studies were shown that search for such a signal. One uses trigger-recoil jets in high
multiplicity p+p collisions [32], the other uses cluster-recoil jets in p+A collisions of different event
activities [31]. Yet, no signatures deviating from PYTHIA simulations have been found.

A broad class of jet observables focuses on jet substructures and their modification in the
medium. For such studies the jets are iteratively declustered and often groomed, see Refs. [33, 34]
for details on such techniques. In the vacuum such obtained splittings can be used to compare the
splitting phase space in a very meticulous manner to theoretical models [44]. In the medium this
splitting phase space can be explored to find regions of modification for the splittings. New in this
branch of jet physics are fully unfolded distributons of zg and θg in A+A collisions [14, 15]. No
significant modification of the zg distribution was observed while the opening angle between the
subjets shows an enhancement at small values and suppression at large values, see Fig. 2. Another
analysis that studies jet splitting is the comparison of D0 tagged to inclusive jets. This shows a
suppression of small angle and low number (nSD) splittings in heavy-flavor jets as compared to
inclusive jets [16, 17]. This is called the “dead cone” effect and is with these measurements now
also documented in hadron-hadron collisions.

A third class of jet observables explores the hadronic structure of jet. This is the last stage of jet
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Figure 2: θg and zg distribution and ratios of unfolded jet spectra. Shown is the ratio of Pb+Pb to pp which
reveals a supression of large angle splittings and an enhancement of small angle splittings in Pb+Pb collisions
as compared to pp collisions. The comparision of the zg distribution shows no evidence for a modification
in the momentum balance of the splitting [14, 15].

formation after fragmentation and hadronisation. Observables in this class include measurements
of momentum fractions in the jet, the radial distribution of jet fragments, and the momentum
density of hadrons in radial distance. A recent measurement compared the hadronic structure of
b-tagged jets to inclusive jets [18]. The data show that b-jets contain more charged particle tracks
at low ∆r (radial distance to the jet axis) than inclusive jets but also that their overall momentum
density extents wider than in inclusive jets. Another kind of jet tagging is done with electro-weak
bosons as jet recoil. There are several measurements of γ and Z-recoil jet that were published in
the last couple years. This tagging enriches the jet sample with light-quark jets and depletes the
contribution of gluon-jets. Z and γ-tagged jets are harder and more collimated than inclusive jets
[19, 20]. With preselecting the jet type by this sort of tagging, one can study jet modification in
the medium in a more controlled manner. Two new results studied the medium modification of the
hadronic structure of jets with Z0 and γ-recoil jets [21, 35]. This approach ensures, on the one
hand, that the jets are calibrated since the boson properties are not modified by the medium and, on
the other hand, guarantees that observed effects are not due to an altered mixture of quark and gluon
jets, since it is preselecting the former jet type. Figure 3 shows the modification of these jets in
central Pb+Pb collisions. The left panel shows that the momentum fractions of the jet constituents
is suppressed at high values and enhanced at low values. This effect has been observed for inclusive
jets before [41, 42] but it could not be excluded that it is caused by a change of quark and gluon jet
ratio in the medium rather than an intrinsic modification of the jets [36]. The right panel of Fig. 3
shows the pT density ρ as a function of the distance to the jet axis. One can see again the pattern
that the momentum distribution in jets measured in the medium is shifted farther away from the jet
axis, effectively broadening the entire jet.

A last, very interesting topic is the measurement of the fragmentation functions of identified
hadrons within jets. This should, in the big picture, reveal more about the mechanisms of hadro-
nisation. Identified hadrons measured within jets include D and D*-mesons [22–24, 37], Λ, Kaon,
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Figure 3: The two panels show the modification of the hadronic structure of jets in Pb+Pb collisions as
compared to pp collisions. Left, the modification of the framgentation function of Z-boson recoil jets for
different centralities [21]. Right, the modification of the momentum density as a function of the distance to
the jet axis for γ recoil jets [35].

Ξ and Λ+c [43] and also J/ψ-mesons [25–29]. These detailed studies can reveal a lot about our
understanding of the formation of these hadrons. Figure 4 illustrates this well. This measurement.
among several before [25, 26, 29], shows that the production mechanism of the J/ψ-mesons is not
modeled correctly in PYTHIA. This accounts specifically for those mesons that do not come from
a B-decay. The need to understand this discrepancy becomes more evident if one considers the
result of Ref. [28]. In this measurement, 85% ± 3 (stat) ± 7 (syst) of the reconstructed J/ψ-mesons
stemmed from jets. It underlines that an understanding of J/ψ-meson production in general is based
on an understanding of J/ψ-meson production within jets. The analysis of Ref. [29] goes one step
further and compares the fragmentation function of J/ψ-mesons in jets in pp and Pb+Pb collisions.
Figure 4, right shows this comparison. The fragmentation function shows a general suppression of
high values, z>0.3. As this is the limit of the measurement, one can compare these values only to
e.g. the first two bins in Fig. 3 left which shows good agreement. Considering that J/ψ-mesons are
the best studied identified-jet-fragment to date and reveal a lot of surprises, it motivates to search
further to what extend we can describe other fragments of the jet.
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